Simultaneous LC-MS/MS quantitation of a highly hydrophobic pharmaceutical compound and its metabolite in urine using online monolithic phase-based extraction.
This article describes the use of monolithic material as extraction support in simultaneous LC-MS/MS quantitation of a highly hydrophobic pharmaceutical compound and its hydroxylated metabolite in urinary matrix. DMSO was added to urine samples to aid the solubilization of analytes during storage and transfer. Samples were then diluted and injected onto an online extraction system for high-throughput analysis in an automated fashion. A linear range of 1.03-103 ng/mL was validated for the parent compound and 7.02-1400 ng/mL for the metabolite. The accuracy (%bias) at the lower LOQ (LLOQ) for the parent compound was -2.9% and the precision (%CV) at the LLOQ was 5.4%, while the accuracy at LLOQ for the metabolite was 6.3% and the precision at LLOQ was 5.5%. The results show that quantitative LC-MS/MS analysis by online extraction using the monolithic support is reproducible, sensitive, and accurate enough to satisfy bioanalytical testing requirements in a good laboratory practice (GLP) regulated environment. Monolithic phase based online extraction provided efficient sample cleanup, which was evidenced in matrix effect testing against multiple lots of urinary matrix. The method described within can be a generic approach for quantitative analysis of analytes with poor solubility in aqueous matrix.